
East Lothian Volunteer Path Wardens (ELVPW)

Minute of Trustees Meeting

4 August 2016

Present:   Andrew Stevenson, John Laws, Thomas Bower, David Quarendon, Graham Pettigrew,
Duncan Priddle, David Oldham

     In Attendance: Nick Morgan

     Apologies: None
 

Action

1 Welcome to New Trustees

AS  welcomed  Graham  Pettigrew  and  John  Laws  to  their  first  meeting  as
Trustees.  DP Indicated that  there  might  be a  need to  inform OSCAR of  the
changes to the trustees. 

DP

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Minutes of the meeting of May 9. 

The minutes were approved. 

Matters arising 

Under item 1.6, DQ asked whether there had been any progress as with 
accessing the Go Explore app. DP said there had been no progress by the 
Council's IT team, This is disappointing bearing in mind the efforts of the 
Countryside Team to provide path and other information for the app. DP will 
send DQ the contact details for the person in the IT Web Team who might be 
willing to progress things. 

Under item 1.7, DQ asked whether the stickers had been printed. NM distributed
stickers and plastic way markers. 

There was discussion of John McLaughlin's recovery. DP indicated that he was 
making a gradual recovery and recent path warden recruits were being used to 
cover some of John's many paths. 

Under item 3.3, GP welcomed the idea of path wardens producing path 
descriptions. It was agreed that a template would help to encourage their 
involvement. It was agreed that NM's short example and Dave Habgood's more 
detailed version should be circulated. 

DP/DQ

DO

3

3.1

Minutes of the ELVPW AGM of June 23 

The minutes were approved and would be circulated to all path wardens prior to 
next year's AGM. 

4 Review of Discussions at the AGM 

a) SCIO constitution and path warden membership 



4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

AS opened the discussion by expressing concern that introducing membership 
might prompt some wardens to leave. DP reported that he had contacted OSCAR
and there is a two tiered system that would enable interested wardens having a 
form of membership. It might be a useful way to ensure that people on the 
second tier may in future feel more able to become a trustee. It was agreed that 
trustees should consider this and discuss again at the next meeting. If it is 
approved then it just requires a couple of forms to be submitted to OSCAR. 

DO raised the issue of maintaining an up to date email address list to ensure that 
he can circulate all wardens. It was agreed that DO, DQ & JL should sort out 
how this can be done. 

b) Path warden hours and monthly reports 

JL reported that just over half of wardens submit regular reports. There was 
discussion of the SUSTRANS volunteer reporting which just records the hours 
worked. However, as many wardens look after a number of paths there may be 
issues around having a summary figure where some paths might have no or 
fewer visits. 

GP asked whether recording wildlife sightings was worthwhile as there are other
means to record these. The subsequent discussion indicated that path warden 
reporting should focus on path issues and other avenues should be used to log 
wildlife. 

As regards to encouraging wardens to submit monthly reports this could be a 
workshop at the Volly Jolly. In addition DO and JL will do a piece for the BBF 
newsletter. 

c) Membership secretary 

TB would like to have a role in contacting path wardens to monitor their activity 
and assist if they have any issues to contend with. It was agreed that TB should 
link up with JL to try to progress it. 

d) 2016/17 priorities and beyond 

It was agreed that the main effort of ELVPW was to be focussed on 
maintenance. Capital projects would still be considered but the funding and 
landowner issues make such projects difficult. AS reported that the Cuthill Path 
development, near Prestonpans, looks promising but may not require any work 
from ELVPW. 

It was agreed that a four walks programme for 2017 should be pursued on the 
back of the SpringTyne Walk. 

There was some discussion of the East Lothian Core Path Plan revision which, 
NM reported that there had been eight minor amendments. There was also some 
discussion about grass cutting machinery and AS agreed to look into the options.

ALL

DO/DQ/J
L

DO/JL

TB/JL

AS/TB

5

5.1

 Business Plan review 

With Mike Traynor stepping down at the AGM there is a need to determine how 
and who is to update the plan. Again it was agreed that the importance of 
maintenance would take precedence and greater priority on path usage and 
promotion. DQ offered to prepare an update.

DQ



6

6.1

Funding applications and financial report 

DP reported that there is c£2k in the ELVPW account. An application for £8k to 
purchase a stand on grass cutting machine is with Tesco's carrier bags fund. Also
£250 has been applied to cover volunteer tools etc. 

7

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

AOB 

DO reported on a conversation with John Harrison of Aberlady LNR. He is 
exploring ways in which he can draw down funding from sources that the 
Council cannot access. He was considering the establishment of a charitable 
body for the Reserve. 

DO took him through the process of the SCIO application procedure but said 
that he was concerned that other areas of countryside volunteers would set up 
other charitable bodies. DO indicated that when the interim steering group that 
was setting up ELVPW, it did consider forming a body that could cover all areas
of countryside volunteering but it did then seem to be a step too far. 

In the ensuing discussion there was broad support for the establishment of an 
"East Lothian Countryside Volunteer" SCIO. It was agreed that DO should draft 
an article for the BBF and speak to the Rangers who work with the various 
volunteer groups prior to the article being published. It would then be up to the 
volunteer groups to consider whether they wished to come under the SCIO. 

If the new body is formed then ELVPW would spend its remaining finance and 
then wind it up to join the new SCIO. 

DQ asked how the stickers and way markers are to be distributed. DP suggested 
that the Volly Jolly, which is on 1 October at the Levanhall Outdoor Centre, 
would be one opportunity as would joint path warden tasks. 

On the Volly Jolly, DP asked for workshop topics. AS suggested a first aid 
scenario which he was happy to lead. Other suggestions were someone from the 
John Gray Centre on archaeology. Wind turbines and survey techniques were 
also suggested as topics. 

Finally, DP reported that the Ranger Service is going to hold a series of 
crackdowns at key areas where dog fouling and anti social behaviour of dogs are
a problem. The Rangers will be issuing fines and it would be useful if volunteers
could buddy each Ranger. 

DO

ALL

ALL

ALL

8 Date of next meeting 

Thursday 15 September at 10.00 
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